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Rationale 
A great deal of literature associates assessment with learner progression and development. 
Curriculum documentation: Building the Curriculum 5 proposes that the purposes of 
assessment are to: assist learning that progresses the knowledge, skills, understanding, 
attributes and capabilities that support the four capacities of the curriculum; to reassure 
parents/ carers/ guardians, learners, and others that learners are progressing in their learning; 
to summarise what learners have attained; to help plan next steps in learning and help 
learners continue into higher education; and inform future progresses in teaching and learning 
(Scottish Executive, 2011). The key goal of assessment is thus to support learning, and it is 
believed that this is best achieved through both formative and summative assessment. 

Choosing Assessment is For Learning (AiFL) as the general focus for research, the group 
narrowed the focus down to plenary activities to base the enquiry on. Plenaries were decided 
upon after the group agreeing that they are part of daily teaching and learning however 
finding adequate time to do a meaningful plenary was difficult. The group also agreed that 
pupil responses and feedback were not always effective or acted upon, it was just something 
that was done at the end of the lesson. Formative assessment is currently a subject of contest 
within educational enquiry, where many propose it is an ambiguous defined idea (Dunn & 
Mulvenon, 2009). Moreover, Black and Wiliam (1998) advise assessing the knowledge or 
skills of the learner comes to be formative when feedback from the learner’s work is utilised 
to later influence learning and teaching strategies. The research group thus wished to 
investigate how plenaries influence teaching and learning. 

Aims 

The aim of this Practitioner Enquiry was to investigate how plenaries impact subsequent 
teaching and learning within a Primary 7 class of 28 children.  

Methodology 
The research the enquiry was based on was plenaries at the end of Maths and Numeracy 
lessons over a series of 4 weeks. During the 4 weeks the pupils were learning about time. 
Children were provided with a chilli challenge during each lesson and chose the chilli best 
suited to their learning. Lessons were structured in the form of three stations; direct teaching, 
independent task, meaningful game or activity. Children rotated through these stations in 
their spice group. 

As a baseline for the enquiry the first plenary entailed the pupils forming a ‘tweet’ about the 
lesson and sticking it under their work in their Mathematics jotter. Thereafter plenary cards 
were used at the end of each lesson with pupil responses being recorded under their work to 
ensure consistency. The plenary activities used during the enquiry can be found in Appendix 
A.  The pupils were asked to use the Learning Intention (LI) and Success Criteria (SC) for 
each lesson as a focus for self-evaluation. The plenary activities selected required the children 
to reflect on the learning for that particular lesson, encouraged them to think about the skills 



they had been using as well as key words and how they felt the learning went in terms of 
difficulty. At the end of each lesson, pupil responses were examined and collated in order to 
improve and amend future teaching and learning. This prompted responsive planning.  

Data was collected and analysed from formative assessment strategies used during each 
plenary, pupil observation and pupil feedback from formative assessment techniques in 
jotters. This was done in order to inform next steps in teaching and learning. Moreover, when 
the enquiry was completed the whole class were given a questionnaire to answer relating to 
their thoughts on plenaries at the end of Maths and Numeracy. This helped determine if the 
pupils felt plenaries had a positive impact on their learning.  

Findings 
Throughout the enquiry pupils were observed independently. During each plenary 
questioning was utilised to assess pupil understanding of that lesson as well as the pupils’ 
ability to verbalise their written comments. This often resulted in pupils being able to explain 
their comments in more detail compared to what they had written. This allowed for a deeper 
understanding of their thoughts on their learning. In addition to collating the plenary 
responses in pupils’ jotters photographs of children’s written work was also used as evidence. 
Pupil responses can be found in Appendix B. This was done to assess whether the children’s 
perception of their learning matched the work produced in their jotter. It was evident from the 
responses from several of the pupils who require additional support that it was difficult for 
them to identify what they found difficult during the lesson and to write a comment that was 
a true reflection of their work. These children frequently wrote vague responses restating the 
LI from the lesson and putting “I learned” before it but their work was usually incomplete or 
inaccurate. Some of the responses included: 

Child 1: “I learned to look at the clocks correctly” 

Child 2: “To figure out a timetable” 

Child 3: “I learned about bus timetables”. 

As the nature of these comments were unclear and did not always match the work produced, 
pupil observation during the lesson was utilised to identify any difficulties this group of 
children encountered. Subsequently teaching was altered or repeated to help achieve the 
desired learning. 

The children in the class who are able to work more independently were able to produce more 
detailed comments that matched their learning. Some of the responses included: 

Child 4: “I got quite confused, but I understood most of it. If I do it a few more times I will 
get it.” 

Child 5: “I learned about 24 hour time and 12 hour time. I didn’t find anything tricky. Could 
we do DTS?” 

Child 6: “I found the lesson fun and enjoyable. I understood the lesson cause I got all the 
questions right. It was quite a lot of questions”. 

These responses allowed for adaptation to future planning as these children could clearly 
communicate how the learning went for them. Planning was adjusted to address any work 
children found particularly difficult and wanted more practice with as well as forming next 
steps for future teaching and learning. This also gave pupils a voice in their learning and 



subsequent teaching could be planned around pupil interest. This helped empower pupil 
learning. 

Questionnaire results: 
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Conclusion 
The aim of this Practitioner Enquiry was to investigate how plenaries impact subsequent 
teaching and learning within a Primary 7 class of 28 children. From the practitioners point of 
view plenaries have helped progress pupil learning and have allowed responsive planning to 
occur as a result. Several children who require additional support found it difficult to provide 
detailed or accurate responses that matched their jotter work. Observing these pupils allowed 
for difficulties to be pinpointed for these children. 

From the graph results for the questionnaire it can be said that less than half of the pupils in 
the class agree that plenaries at the end of Maths help them to self-reflect on their learning. 
Moreover, exactly 50% of the class agree that plenaries help them understand the topic more 
with the remaining pupils being unsure or disagreeing. Only 37.04% of pupils agree that 
work was adapted based on plenary responses with a greater percentage of pupils being 
unsure at 44.44%. With regards to enjoying self-reflection during plenaries only 51.85% of 
pupils agreed with 7.41% being unsure and 40.74% disagreeing. Finally more than half of 
pupils disagree that they enjoy and look forward to plenaries at the end of Maths with 29.63% 
agreeing and 22.22% unsure. 

Introducing plenary activities into the classroom at the end of Maths and Numeracy lessons 
has had a mixed response from. This concludes that overall the children see no great impact 
on their learning or teaching when a plenary is done at the end of a Maths lesson.  

Implications for Future Practice 
Due to the nature of the enquiry being small scale and short-term further research would 
allow for a more accurate conclusions to be made. Moreover, only 27 out of 28 children were 
able to complete the questionnaire with one pupil skipping question 2 thus drawing 
inaccurate results for the whole class. Further questions have been raised as a result of this 
enquiry as to whether plenaries at the end of Maths and Numeracy lessons are beneficial to 
all pupils. It also raises the question of whether plenaries benefit the teacher more than they 
do the child. Many of the plenary activities were loose in terms of the questions they posed. 
Pupils who require additional support during these lessons may benefit from a more 
structured plenary activity such as a self-assessment grid they could traffic light if they think 
they have achieved the LI and SC of that lesson. This would help identify any specific 
difficulties during the lesson and future teaching could be altered as a result. 
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Appendix A   

  

PLENARY 
CARD 

DRAW YOUR BRAIN 

  

In your jotter, draw a brain. 
Now fill it with words, phrases, 
and images that show what you 
have learned today!  

	 

PLENARY 
CARD 

POSTER 

  

In your jotter, create a poster 
advertising our lesson to other 
students. 
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